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A Welsh language discovery is underway to understand the user needs, legislation and existing landscape, including
current capabilities and constraints.

Discovery will inform decisions for having census 2021 outputs available in Welsh language. Whilst we’d like to make
everything fully bi-lingual we need to be pragmatic about our delivery and prioritise the services or products that would
bring most value to Welsh language users.
We have gathered user insights from webinars, consultation responses, government user research and started
conversations with users of statistics in Wales. We’d like to have more of those conversations, to better understand the
issues presented when statistics are only available in English. Can anyone in this group help with this?

We are also looking for stakeholder and user input into the priorities they may have or think would be needed for
dissemination of products, topics and geographies being in made available in Welsh language.

We ran a workshop with representatives from Welsh Government, Welsh Language Commissioner and Gwynedd Council
providing an update on Welsh language discovery findings, followed by an exercise to stimulate conversation understand
their priorities . We would like to extend this to other interested organisations in this forum.
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In conversations after the exercise…
There was strong priority towards metadata, data dissemination tools,
and area profiles being bi-lingual.
“Translating the building blocks bi-lingually would enable applications and third party
organisations the ability to disseminate out information to the user base in Wales in both
languages”.
“Getting the wording that describes the data translated to Welsh may present better value as
there is then a single source of truth which can then be referenced and disseminated out with
the statistics, as opposed to spending time to translate the bulletins and news articles”.

There was some priority to the topics, however votes were received for
each.
“As well as the topics that cover demography, language and health I used my votes across the
board, for example those that cover sexual orientation and veterans is the first time we’ll have
this data and may be important to share bi-lingually”.
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We’d like more conversations with users of statistics in
Wales to understand their pain points when information
is only in English.

We’d like to run the workshop exercise with more users
of statistics in Wales to stimulate conversations about
priorities.
Please contact brandon.farrer@ext.ons.gov.uk if you
can help with our research and I will arrange a
convenient time for a conversation.
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